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Abstract
Living organisms are increasingly exposed to ultraviolet (UV) rays of solar radiation, both due to the
thinning of the ozone layer and the widespread uses in sterilization processes. The present study was
conducted with the purpose of evaluating the damages of UV-A and UV-C radiations in Allium cepa L.
roots. Three groups were formed from Allium bulbs, one of which was the control group. One of the other
groups was exposed to 254 nm (UV-C) and the other to 365 nm (UV-A) UV. Growth retardation effect of UV
was investigated with respect to germination percentage, total weight gain and root elongation, while
genotoxicity arisen from UV exposure analyzed using mitotic index (MI) and chromosomal aberrations
(CAs) including micronucleus (MN) frequency. Oxidative stress due to UV application was investigated
based on the accumulation of malondialdehyde (MDA) and the total activities of superoxide dismutase
(SOD) and catalase (CAT) enzymes. Also, meristematic integrity of the UV treated roots was controlled.
UV treatments caused significant changes in all parameters compared to the control, but all effects were
much more prominent in 254 nm UV-exposed group. This study clearly revealed that UV exposure
triggered growth inhibition, genotoxicity, oxidative stress and meristematic cell damages in A. cepa roots
depending on the wavelength.

1. Introduction
Sterilization technology, which has an important place for the healthy sustainability of our daily life, has
gained a much more vital importance with the recent SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. In addition to being used in
the decontamination processes of foods, medicines and hospital equipment, it is utilized to combat
infections that may arise from water and sewerage. Chemicals that are frequently used for sterilization
have disadvantages such as causing modifications in the features of the targets, generating hazardous
substances and leaving residue (Mori et al. 2007; Lindblad et al. 2020). On the other hand, ultraviolet (UV)
has many advantages such as not remaining in water, having slight effects on the nature and not
producing drug-resistance in microorganisms (Mori et al. 2007). In addition to artificial sources such as
UV emitting fluorescent lamps and mercury-vapor lamps, sunlight contains distinct UV classes. UV-A, UVB and UV-C are types of radiations exist in sunlight with wavelengths of 315–400 nm, 280–315 nm and
200–280 nm, respectively (Kaidzu et al. 2019). Both the thinning of the ozone layer (Bernhard et al. 2020)
and the increased use of UV in sterilization treatments cause people to be exposed to excessive amounts
of UV radiation.
UV radiation, which can be easily absorbed by intracellular molecules such as amino acids, nucleic acids
and membrane polypeptides, causes damages to living organisms in case of high exposure. It is defined
as a “complete carcinogen” due to its non-selective deleterious properties and mutagenicity. In addition to
its oxidative damage initiating effect, it is a definite tumor initiator and tumor promoter as a replication-,
transcription- and translation-preventive agent (D'Orazio et al. 2013; Roy 2017). Because 253.7 nm
wavelength is the optimal UV absorption efficiency of DNA, 254 nm UV (UV-C) emitting UV lamps exhibit
extraordinary germicidal capacity (Coohill and Sagripanti 2008). On the other hand, UV-A, including 365
nm wavelength, accounts for 6.3% of solar radiation reaching the Earth and is the least injurious
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component of UV radiation (Rahimzadeh et al. 2011). Recently, the effectiveness of UV-A and UV-C
irradiation against SARS-CoV-2 has been tested and it has been shown that UV-A irradiation has a much
lower efficiency in inactivation viruses (Heilingloh et al. 2020). Owing to its sub-lethal outcomes such as
protein denaturation, oxidative stress and retardation in growth and energy metabolism, UV-A has been
still used for disinfection studies especially in conjunction with other sterilization processes (Jeon and Ha
2018).
In order to determine the alterations arisen from mutagens and carcinogens, the organism being tested
should have a steady mitotic activity (Tedesco and Laughinghouse IV 2012). In this regard, Allium cepa L.
is an ideal model organism due to its rapid growth rate of its roots. Therefore, Allium bioassay offers a
versatile, convenient and practical test system that is often utilized to assess the possible genotoxicity
and cytotoxicity of environmental contaminants (Kalefetoğlu Macar et al. 2020; Macar 2020; Öztürk et al.
2020). An important reason for choosing the Allium model is that this organism has an excellent
correlation with mammalian test systems (Srivastava and Singh 2020).
UV radiation, which is used excessively for pathogen control, causes a gradual enhancement in the
incidence of post-exposure disease cases. This study aimed to reveal the effects of UV radiation types on

A. cepa and their mechanism of action from various aspects. Genotoxic potentials of UV-A and UV-C
radiations were analyzed using MN and other CAs frequencies as well as MI, whereas germination rate,
root elongation and weight increase were selected as growth inhibition indicators. Additionally, oxidative
stress-inductive effects of UV radiations were assessed via antioxidant enzyme activities [SOD (EC
1.15.1.1) and CAT (EC 1.11.1.6)] and MDA content. Meristematic cell damages generated from UV
exposure were also monitored.

2. Materials & Methods

2.1. Preparing the test material and UV irradiation procedure
A. cepa bulbs purchased from a grocery store in Giresun were cleansed from their old roots and
outermost dry scales in the laboratory. Bulbs were separated into three groups (Control, UV254 and UV365)
of 50 individuals each after weighing the initial weights (5.42–5.65 g). Basal plates of bulbs in the
control group were kept in contact with tap water during the experiment. On the other hand, UV254 and
UV365 groups were irradiated 254 nm UV and 365 nm UV radiations, respectively. A UVGL-58 Handheld UV
Lamp was used for UV implementations. UV radiation treatments were applied to the relevant groups
(UV254 and UV365) from a distance of 20 cm from the top of beakers containing bulbs that contacted with
tap water. The test was carried out at room temperature and ended after 72 hours.

2.2. Growth retardation analysis
At the end of the test period, the final weights of the bulbs were noted and the total weight increase was
established by calculating the difference between the final weight and the initial weight of the bulbs.
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Sprouting of adventitious roots from the basal plate was considered as “germination” to determine
germination rates of the groups. The root lengths were measured with a ruler at the end of the experiment
to determine the effect of the treatments on the root elongation.

2.3. Genotoxicity assessment
1 cm long root tips were used to understand the genotoxicity level generated by UV treatments. Root tips
were kept in 1:3 ratio of acetic-alcohol solution for 1 day following a 4 hours long saturated paradichlorobenzene solution pretreatment (Hill and Myers 1945). Root pieces were hydrolyzed for 14 minutes
in a 60°C water bath in 1 N HCl sufficient to cover the roots completely. Following this process, the root
pieces, which were thoroughly rinsed with tap water, were stained with Feulgen for 1.5 hours. The staining
procedure was terminated by washing the roots under continuously running tap water for 10 minutes.
Root tips were crushed in 1 drop of acetic acid (Sharma and Gupta 1982). MI, CAs and MN, used as
indicators of genotoxicity, were scored under a research microscope (Olympus CX41) at 500X
magnification. A digital camera (Olympus C-5060) was utilized to photograph the slides. For each group,
totally 1,000 cells were screened to score CAs incidences including MN, while totally 10,000 cells were
taken into consideration to score MI. CAs, MN and MI analyzes were performed by scanning random
areas from 10 different slides prepared separately for each group. MI was evaluated as a marker
expressing the ratio of cells in mitosis to the total number of cells. Criteria mentioned by Fenech et al.
(2003) were used to distinguish MN from parent cell nuclei.

2.4. Determination of MDA level and the total activities of
SOD and CAT enzymes
The modified protocol of Heath and Packer (1968) was used to evaluate the accumulation of MDA, a
product indicating fatty acid peroxidation in biological membranes. 0.2 g frozen roots were prepared for
homogenization in 4 ml of 5% trichloroacetic acid solution by grinding until they became flour. The
samples were then centrifuged (15 minute: 12,000 rpm: 25°C). 2 ml of supernatant was mixed with 2 ml
of 0.5% thiobarbituric acid prepared in 20% trichloroacetic acid solution. The freshly prepared mixture
was heated in a water bath to allow the reaction to take place at 96°C for 30 minutes. The tubes were
then moved to the ice bath for cooling. The samples were centrifuged (5 minute: 10,000 rpm: 25°C) and
the absorbance of the supernatant fraction at 600 nm and 532 nm was recorded through a
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV–Vis spectrophotometer / Mini-1240). 600 nm absorbance was
subtracted from 532 nm absorbance for omitting non-specific turbidity. MDA concentrations were
calculated utilizing the extinction coefficient (155 mM− 1 cm− 1).
SOD and CAT enzymes were extracted pursuant to the same assay mentioned by Zou et al. (2012). 0.5 g
segments from roots were weighed and chilled in liquid nitrogen. Samples that were crushed with ice-cold
pestle in extraction buffer (sodium phosphate buffer: 0.05 M, pH 7.5) were then centrifuged (20 minute:
14,000 rpm: +4°C). The supernatant collected from the homogenates contained both SOD and CAT
enzymes.
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The total SOD activity was assayed according to Beauchamp and Fridovich (1971). 0.01 ml of
supernatant was added to 1.5 ml of sodium phosphate buffer (0.05 M: pH 7.8) previously mixed with
0.28 ml of distilled water, 0.3 ml of riboflavin (20 µM), 0.3 ml of methionine (130 mM), 0.3 ml of nitroblue
tetrazolium chloride (750 µM), 0.3 ml of EDTA-Na2 (0.1 mM) and 0.01 ml of polyvinylpyrrolidone (4%).
375 µmol m− 2 s− 1 fluorescent light was exposed to the assay mixtures containing SOD enzyme for 15
minute. The absorbance at 560 nm was spectrophotometrically measured (Shimadzu UV–Vis
spectrophotometer / Mini-1240).
The total CAT activity was assayed according to Zhang et al (2005). 0.2 ml of supernatant was added to
sodium phosphate buffer (0.05 M: pH 7.8) previously mixed with hydrogen peroxide (0.1 M) and distilled
water. Decline of the absorbance spectrophotometrically (Shimadzu UV–Vis spectrophotometer / Mini1240) read at 240 nm reflected the enzymatic consumption of hydrogen peroxide. All procedures for
MDA, SOD and CAT analysis were performed for three times.

2.5. Determination of meristematic cell damages
Meristematic cell damages caused by UV applications were investigated using the cross-sections of
decapitated roots. 1 ml of methylene blue (1%) was utilized to stain the cross-sections. Slides were
analyzed for meristematic cell integrity under a research microscope (Olympus CX41) at 500X
magnification. A digital camera (Olympus C-5060) was utilized to photograph the slides.

2.6. Statistics
Data obtained from the analyses were subjected to ANOVA and Duncan’s tests to assess the significance
of differences (p < 0.05). Tables were presented to indicate the mean and standard deviation.

3. Results & Discussion
The first step was to check germination success, to investigate the UV-induced growth regression
(Table 1). UV treatments at 254 nm and 365 nm resulted in 33% and 30% reduction in the germination
percentages of the bulbs, respectively. Root elongation levels in UV254 and UV365 groups decreased by
87% and 53% compared to the control. 254 nm and 365 nm UV administrations inhibited the weight gains
of the groups by 81% (UV254) and 52% (UV365), respectively. Light is a crucial factor for a healthy growth
of plants and the harmful region of solar radiation may cause metabolic damages those can result in
devastating effects on plant growth. Hamid and Jawaid (2011) reported that pretreatments with UV-A
and UV-C radiations stimulated the germination and growth of Mung bean through auxin biosynthesis. It
has already been known that UV-C radiation improves the seed quality and germination in crop seeds
prior to sowing, owing to its antifungal capacity (Ferreira et al. 2018). On the other hand, our results were
in line with the study of Rahimzadeh et al. (2011) who revealed that the growth inhibition effect of UV-C
was much more severe than that of UV-A in Satureja hortensis seedlings. Hernandez-Aguilar et al. (2020)
reported that UV-C radiation may cause tissue deteriorations affecting growth of Phaseolus vulgaris
seedlings depending on time. In addition, Foroughbakhch Pournavab et al. (2019) demonstrated that
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different regions of UV radiation including UV-C caused remarkable damages in germination and growth
in pine, soybeans, sunflower and wheat. Even though responses of below-ground tissues of plants to UV
remains unclear, Zhang et al. (2020) suggested that UV-B radiation reduced the length of meristem and
elongation regions of Arabidopsis thaliana roots due to a reduction in the number of meristem cells.
Table 1
Effects of UV radiation on growth parameters.
Germination Percentage (%) (n
= 50)

Root Length (cm) (n =
10)

Weight Gain

Control

99

6.85 ± 1.78a

+ 3.75a (5.50 ± 1.58–9.25 ±
1.96)

UV254

60

0.92 ± 0.53c

+ 0.70c (5.65 ± 1.60–6.35 ±
1.77)

UV365

69

3.24 ± 1.22b

+ 1.78b (5.42 ± 1.54–7.20 ±
1.82)

Groups

(g) (n = 10)

*The means shown with different letters (a−c) in the same column were significant at p < 0.05.
Figure 1 reflects the UV-radiation-induced CAs in A. cepa roots. Fragments, vagrants, bridges, sticky
chromosomes, unequally distributed chromatins, anaphase multipolarities and vacuole nuclei as well
micronuclei formation were among the CAs arisen from UV exposure (Fig. 1, Table 2). MI of the group
exposed to 254 nm UV was significantly lower than that of both the control and 365 nm UV-treated group.
MI has been used as a consistent marker of cell division rate because of the mito-depressive action of a
destructive factor (Siddiqui and Alrumman 2020; Yalçın et al. 2020). In the literature, genotoxicity studies
associated with UV irradiation have mostly focused on UV-B region of the spectrum (Kumar and
Pandey 2017; Mohajer et al. 2018; Debnath et al. 2020). In a study investigating the repressive effect of
UV-A, UV-B and UV-C on mitotic activity in Phaseolus vulgaris roots, it was shown that all three UV types
reduced the frequency of cell division in bean roots depending on the application time (Bara and
Tiganasu 2005). Additionally, Verdes-Teodor et al. (2019) showed that UV-C radiation suppressed cell
division in a time-dependent manner in Cucurbita pepo root meristems. The present work here clearly
demonstrated that MI, a representative of the survival success of cells under the pressure of an
environmental constraint, was negatively affected by both UV-A and UV-C radiation. Both UV treatments
resulted in a remarkable increase in CAs compared to the control, but the frequency of CAs in the group
exposed to 254 nm UV was much higher than that of UV365. Ali et al. (2017) stated that UV damages to
nucleic acids and membrane lipids through cell toxicity, disorders in cell signaling processes and genetic
modifications. Fragment was the most abundant CAs type in UV254 and UV365. Clastogenicity of the
agents are known to induce fragment formation through chromosomal breakages and ultimately MN
increase in cells (Hintzsche et al. 2017; Rubeena and Thoppil 2020). MN is a routine test system utilized
to detect the clastogenicity and aneugenicity of the pollutants (Hintzsche et al. 2017). As a biomarker of
genomic pathology and chromosomal damages, it originates from incorporated fragments or intact
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chromosomes separated from the main cell nucleus during the mitotic cycle (Fenech et al. 2020). Our
study clearly showed that UV exposure was an apparent “MN-inducer”. Although the increase in MN
following 254 nm UV application was extremely significant, the amount of MN caused by 365 nm UV
treatment was also remarkable. Indeed, MN frequencies of UV254 and UV365 were approximately 66.8
times and 43.8 times the control, respectively. Our results were in accordance with the study of Helma et
al. (1994) who demonstrated that UV irradiation led to a sharp enhancement in MN incidence
of Tradescantia cells. In addition, Seven et al. (2015) reported that UV-C exposure triggered a significant
elevation in A. cepa roots. Vagrant and sticky chromosomes were among the most common CAs
generated from UV administrations in Allium roots (Table 2). Vagrant formation suggests a spindle
failure (Haq et al. 2017), while stickiness occurs due to chromosomal contraction, DNA condensation and
dissolution abnormalities in nucleoproteins (Yadav et al. 2019). In accordance with our study, DNA is
reported to be a vital key for UV-related genetic anomalies in plants and sticky chromosomes are
considered as markers of fatal toxicity (Rojas et al. 1993; Debnath et al. 2020). Data of the present study
showed that UV application caused anaphase bridge formation in the root cells of Allium. According to
Fenech et al. (2020) clastogenic factors induces breaks in DNA chains, resulting in acentric
chromosomes and various chromosomal rearrangements. These rearrangements may involve the
generation of multi-centric chromosomes those give rise to the appearance of anaphase bridges. Another
UV-provoked chromosomal anomaly was unequal distribution of chromatins. Dutta et al. (2018) stated
that unequally distributed chromatins were consequences of a failure in disjunction of chromatins and
were responsible for the rise in vagrant formation. In our study, anaphase multipolarity and vacuole
nucleus were the least frequent CAs induced by UV treatments. Multipolar spindles and supernumerary
(amplified) centromers are the primary causes of multipolar anaphase (Vitre et al. 2020). On the other
hand, vacuole nucleus indicates a malfunction in the synthesis of DNA during mitosis (Sutan et al. 2014).
Similar to our study, previous studies showed that excessive UV undoubtedly induces genotoxic events in
living organisms (Wang and Wang 1999; Atienzar et al. 2000; Molinier et al. 2005; Seven et al. 2015;
Ibrahim et al. 2019). While UV radiation is mostly absorbed by DNA in the UV-B and UVC regions of the
spectrum, absorption in the UV-A region is much weaker (Kiefer 2007). It is not surprising, then, that
254nm UV had a higher capacity to reduce MI and increase CA formation compared to 365nm UV.
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Table 2
Effects of UV radiation on CAs frequency and MI.
Damages

Control

UV254

UV365

MI

750.80 ± 25.16a

400.70 ± 12.78c

524.20 ± 17.46b

MN

0.60 ± 0.76c

40.10 ± 5.13a

26.30 ± 2.75b

FRG

0.00 ± 0.00c

57.30 ± 5.72a

45.40 ± 4.81b

VC

0.00 ± 0.00c

44.80 ± 4.86a

31.90 ± 3.66b

SC

0.16 ± 0.32c

41.50 ± 4.55a

30.20 ± 3.52b

B

0.00 ± 0.00c

30.30 ± 3.48a

22.60 ± 2.91b

UDC

0.00 ± 0.00c

24.70 ± 2.94a

17.50 ± 2.34b

MA

0.00 ± 0.00c

15.20 ± 1.52a

9.60 ± 1.16b

VN

0.00 ± 0.00c

10.60 ± 1.18a

5.80 ± 0.90b

*The means shown with different letters (a−c) in the same line were significant at p < 0.05. MI: mitotic
index, MN: micronucleus, FRG: fragment, VC: vagrant chromosome, SC: sticky chromosome, B: bridge,
UDC: unequal distribution of chromatin, MA: multipolar anaphase, VN: vacuole nucleus.
Table 3 reflects the alterations in biochemical parameters related to oxidative stress induced by UV
treatments. MDA levels in the groups UV254 and UV365 raised to approximately 3.4 times and 2.4 times the
control, respectively. According to Urban et al. (2016), lipid peroxidation is one of the direct effects of
ionizing radiation in plants. As a cytotoxic material, MDA points out both the degree of lipid peroxidation
in biological membranes caused by the over-production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the
efficiency of the stress defense (Skórzyńska 2007; Luo et al. 2019). In our study, much greater increase in
MDA content in the 254 nm UV-treated group compared to the 365 nm UV-treated group indicated that
UV-C caused a more serious oxidative burst in Allium root cells. Similar to our results, Luo et al. (2019)
reported a remarkable increase in MDA levels in UV-C radiation-exposed grapes. In another study, UV-C
pulses triggered significant increases in MDA contents of tobacco callus in a time-dependent manner
(Zacchini and de Agazio 2004). Although Tokarz et al. (2019) reported that UV-A application did not
induce a remarkable alteration in MDA content in grass pea, our data on MDA content showed that UV-A
exposure disturbed the membrane integrity in Allium roots.
UV-mediated oxidative stress may occur due to the direct relation of ionizing radiation with cellular
macromolecules including DNA or may be induced by UV-triggered ROS accumulation (Rastogi et al.
2010; De Jager et al. 2017). Since UV exposure is inevitable for plants and UV light has a strong potential
for ROS production, plants have evolved functional defense mechanisms including antioxidant enzymes
against UV-mediated oxidative imbalance (Chen et al. 2019). SOD and CAT enzymes are among the key
members of enzymatic antioxidant defense system. SOD catalyzes the conversion of superoxide radicals
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to oxygen and hydrogen peroxide and is the first step in combating ROS. However, for accomplished
oxidative stress elimination, the increase in SOD activity should be supported by the enhanced activities
of other enzymes such as CAT (Ibrahim et al. 2021). CAT enzyme takes part in the decomposition of
hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen (Foryer and Noctor 2000). The present study showed that UV
exposure led to a sharp increase in the total activities of SOD and CAT enzymes. The total SOD activities
in the groups UV254 and UV365 increased to nearly 2.6 times and 1.9 times the control, respectively. In
addition, the total CAT activities of UV254 and UV365 were 2.9-fold and 2.1-fold of the control group. Our
results demonstrating the rise in the enzyme activities confirmed Xie et al. (2009), who stated that SOD
and CAT enzymes play important roles against UV. On the contrary to our data, Zacchini and de Agazio
(2004) reported that CAT activity did not enhance in tobacco callus following UV-C irradiation. On the
other hand, in another study, UV-B radiation caused an increase in CAT activity in barley (Mazza et al.
2001). Our data were consistent with Erkan et al. (2008), who demonstrated that UV-C illumination
significantly stimulated SOD activity in strawberry fruits. Similarly, SOD and CAT activities in papaya
fruits were enhanced following postharvest application of UV-C (Rivera-Pastrana et al. 2014). In our study,
the increase in antioxidant enzyme activities associated with CAs accumulation clearly revealed that UV
exposure leads to the formation of ROS that also targets DNA and proper cell division. In fact, the main
damage target of UV-C on cells is directly the DNA molecule, while the mechanism of damage caused by
UV-A radiation is indirect damage of oxidative stress (Qiu et al. 2005). Nevertheless, the antioxidant
enzyme activities of the 254 nm UV treated roots in our study were much higher than 365 nm UV
radiation exposed group, proving that UV-C also triggered severe levels of ROS accumulation.
Table 3
Effect of UV radiation on biochemical parameters.
Groups

MDA

SOD

CAT

(µM g− 1 FW)

(U mg− 1 FW)

(OD 240 nm min g− 1 FW)

Control

8.20 ± 1.75c

86.50 ± 6.84c

0.31 ± 0.69c

UV254

28.20 ± 3.16a

227.80 ± 14.10a

0.90 ± 1.12a

UV365

19.40 ± 2.83b

166.90 ± 09.32b

0.64 ± 0.88b

*The means shown with different letters (a−c) in the same column were significant at p < 0.05.
The effects of UV exposure on the meristematic tissue monitored microscopically (Table 4, Fig. 2). The
severity of the damages was classified as “no damage”, “light damage”, “moderate damage” and “intense
damage”. Control treated with tap water throughout the experiment had no kinds of meristematic cell
damages. On the other hand, UV-exposed groups exhibited various anomaly types in meristematic tissues
including epidermis cell damage, necrosis, giant cell nucleus, cortex cell damage and indistinct
transmission tissue (Fig. 2). Epidermis and cortex cell damages were the most frequent damage types in
both groups exposed to UV, but the degree of damage was more severe in UV254 group. Other disorder
types observed in UV254 and UV365 were at “moderate” and “light” degrees, respectively. In our study, it
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was pretty clear that 254 nm UV had a much more destructive effect on meristematic tissue integrity than
365 nm UV.
Table 4
Meristematic cell damages induced by UV radiation.
Damages

ECD

N

GCN

CCD

ITT

Control

-

-

-

-

-

UV254

+++

++

++

+++

++

UV365

++

+

+

++

+

* ECD: epidermis cell damage, N: necrosis, GCN: giant cell nucleus, CCD: cortex cell damage, ITT:
indistinct transmission tissue. (-): no damage, (+): light damage, (++): moderate damage, (+++):
intense damage.
Since the epidermis is a superficial tissue and transmits UV rays to the lower tissues, it was not surprising
that there were severe deteriorations in cortex cells as well as in epidermis cells. The malformations in the
transmission bundles showed us how deep UV radiation could penetrate tissues. Previous studies have
showed that UV-C modifies the root tissues in plants (Kareem et al. 2019). For instance, thickening of
epidermal cells is one of the morpho-anatomical defense strategies against UV radiation in plants
(DeLucia et al. 1992). Our results showing necrotic zones confirmed the suggestion of Zacchini and de
Agazio (2004), who reported that excessive doses of UV radiation lead to an oxidative stress which in turn
causes tissue necrosis and retarded plant growth.

4. Conclusion
This study was performed in order to contribute to studies focusing on effective inactivation methods
against viruses including SARS-CoV-2. The results of this study demonstrated the harmful effects UV-A
and UV-C radiation commonly used in UV sterilizers on A. cepa, a recognized model organism. Both types
of UV radiation induced growth suppression, genotoxicity, cell membrane damage and meristematic cell
injuries. It was pretty noticeable that antioxidant enzyme activities were stimulated in Allium roots to
suppress oxidative stress caused by UV exposure. Here we report that 254 nm UV had much more
deleterious potential than 365 nm UV. Although UV radiation is one of the most advantageous methods
for disinfecting or preventing pathogens, data of the present study proved that it can still pose a danger
to non-target organisms.
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Figures

Figure 1
Chromosomal aberrations induced by UV radiation [a: MN at interphase, b: fragment at anaphase, c:
vagrant chromosome at anaphase, d: vagrant chromosome (black arrow) and bridges (dotted arrows) at
anaphase, e: sticky chromosome, f: unequal distribution of chromatin (dotted arrows) at telophase, g:
multipolar anaphase, h, ı: vacuole nucleus].
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Figure 2
Meristematic cell damages induced by UV [a: normal appearance of epidermis cells, b: normal
appearance of cortex cells, c: normal appearance of cell nucleus, d: normal appearance of transmission
tissue, e: epidermis cell damage, f: cortex cell damage, g: necrotic zones (black arrow) and giant cell
nucleus (white arrow), h: indistinct transmission tissue].
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